Grant and Scholarship Offer
by

Kyiv School of
Energy Policy

Energy Education & KSEP

Reforms in the energy sector of Ukraine
and other Eastern Partnership countries
have potential to become a key for
rapid development and better
governance. Yet, although countries
associated with the EU have generally
adopted the primary energy
liberalization laws, real implementation is
lagging.
Extensive experience of DiXi Group, the
Ukraine’s leading think tank in energy,
suggests that low paced changes are
due to acute deficiency of key
personel prepared and competent to
kick-start the new competitive markets
and deliver high quality regulation in line
with the EU energy law and policy.

DiXi Group’s project educational
platform Kyiv School of Energy
Policy is tackling this barrier
through systematic training of
the public regulatory side and
private market participants.
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As at 2021, KSEP is:

500+ energy experts teamed up
within a professional network;

20+ unique training curricula

developed and implemented;

2 years of operation on the

educational market and 13 years in
performing the international
development projects (via DiXi Group).

We build on our experience and close
ties with our EU-based partners and
counterparts.
Our unique capacity is to bridge the best
practices of energy policy and regulation
with the local needs and conditions of
the Eastern Europe through relevant
experience of Ukraine’s energy
sector transformation.
To date, we have provided high quality
training in the EU energy law and policy
to over 100 Ukraine’s public officials
of various levels alone.

Reliable partner

KSEP is a project platform of DiXi Group
think tank created and developed as
part of a USD multimillion 3-years USAID
Energy Sector Transparency project.

After launch in February 2020, KSEP
alone has successfully applied for,
implemented and reported under
engagements financed by

KSEP`s founder DiXi Group is also
trusted by donors such as the
International Renaissance Foundation
(IRF), World Bank and the European
Commission.

- the European Commission;
- the British Embassy Kyiv; and
- the Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy of Germany.

Potential for Sustained Cooperation
KSEP’s current and growing capacity
allows it to become a viable instrument
of improving the quality of
governance and thus accelerate real
improvements in the energy market s.

Please find a short list of illustrative
projects implemented or under
development by the Kyiv School of
Energy Policy below.

The team of KSEP is open for negotiation,
co-desing and implementing both
prolonged and ad hoc projects aimed at
systematic fostering the critical mass
of competent energy professionals
who will staff the markets of Ukraine and
the region.
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Educational Products
Further are described the principal programs, courses and trainings developed
and launched by the Kyiv School of Energy Policy.
Nearly all of them required some measure of grant or scholarship financing and
thus have been supported by various donors.

STRATEGIC TRANSFORMATIONS
IN ENERGY MARKETS

managerial educational program

Main idea: First and only comprehensive
educational program in energy management, economics and policy in Ukraine.
Target audience: Audience may be varying
with emphasis on the energy market participants.

centered practical knowledge
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Impact: The program improves the skills
and knowledge of stakeholders in the sector,
attracts new people interested in entering the
energy sector, creates a platform for sharing
experiences and learning best practices for

EU ENERGY MARKETS FOR
UKRAINIAN POLICY MAKERS

regulatory program

Main idea: A 2-week course on the basics
of EU energy law and regulation for Ukraine’s
civil servants in the energy sector.
Target audience:
across Ukrainian energy sector.
webinars delivered by renown

Impact: Foreign lecturers explain the basics of the EU energy legislation and policy

Regulation and practicing energy
exercises

legislation according to EU norms. The group
learn fundamentals in the EU energy law and
have opportunities for networking.
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ENGLISH FOR ENERGY
MARKETS (A, B)

professional language training
Main idea: The dedicated series of professional language courses for energy sector
stakeholders aimed at mastering the both
necessary terminology and knowledge of ba-

Target audience: Professionals in the energy sector and students who want to study
specialized English with a focus on energy.

professionals delivered in cooperation
school

Impact: Creation of a strong community of energy experts and empowering the
Ukrainian community to access various
sources of information on modern energy
and governance that only exist in English and
to communicate with the peers from the EU.

CLOSED LECTURE ON GREEN DEAL
FOR THE INTERAGENCY GROUP

workshop

Main idea: To provide a 4 hours crash overview of the European Green Deal concept for
the relevant Ukrainian top policy makers.
Target audience: Interagency Working
Group on Reducing the Consequences of
Climate Change.
A one-day workshop on the Green
Deal to the Government of Ukraine’s
Green Deal interagency working group
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Impact: Understanding of the concept, nuances and implications for Ukraine by approxtion provided and live discussion facilitated.

SECTORAL ACCOUNTABILITY
IN ENERGY SECTOR

online course

Main idea: Strengthening the role of civil society organizations and representatives
in advocacy of reforms in the energy and climate sectors by increasing their capacity
through knowledge and skills sharing.
Target audience: Relevant civil society and
energy social activists, other civil society representatives, and stakeholders from EaP
countries.

An online course for civil society
activists designed to cover the
the energy sector towards the

Impact: The Eastern Partnership region
stakeholders learn the basics of the energy
markets and understand the key points of intervention to facilitate market liberalization
process in their countries/legislation according to EU norms. The group learn fundamentals in the EU energy law and have opportunities for networking.
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How to collaborate with us

1.
What are the forms
of support to KSEP?
Individual competitive seats
scholarship. On the set terms and

How do we see
the mechanism of
providing us with a
grant for scholarships?

number of individual scholarships within
a general group composed by KSEP to the
successful applicants to a call developed by
KSEP under rules provided by the donor.

Preferable option. The donor hires
DiXi Group (NGO or LLC) on the terms
of a service contract so we can provide
the scholarships seats for successful

Group seats scholarship. On the set terms
and conditions, the donor covers the costs of
training provided to a group of professionKSEP.
Similar dedicated course production.
The
donor and KSEP replicates an existing product with the alterations corresponding to the
donor’s priorities in topics and audiences.
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2.

Alternative option. Under the terms of
a trilateral agreement the donor provides
scholarships to, and we charge from, the
successful applicants.

How to collaborate with us

3.

4.

How are we going to
arrange the selection
process? What are the
criteria?

How are we going
to communicate the
donor’s support/provide
visibility?

Selection process can be designed to
include all necessary priorities and rules
important for the donor. An example of
procedure may be the following:

•The donor’s representative may be a part

Step 1. Application form (+Motivational
letter)
Step 2. Interview with the jury (only for
candidates from the short-list created after
the selection based on the application
form)
Step 3. Evaluation of applicants to make
out the list of winners (50% of the total
score depends on the application form and
50% depends on the interview

of the jury during the selection process of
scholars.

•We could invite the donor to the opening

event of the course to give a motivational
speech and welcome all participants.

•We could include the donor as an invited expert or participant to some of the events
planned within the educational course to
contribute to networking building.

•The donor’s logo and information on sup-

port are used in all communications regarding the particular course or courses.

•Other forms of acknowledgement and visi-

bility options may be discussed and applied
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https://ksep.energy/
school@ksep.energy
+38 (073) 653 33 53
18a, Instytutska str., 01021 Kyiv, Ukraine

